Abstract-Many games require opponent modelling for op-in computers. Using a population of candidate solutions, a timal performance. The implicit learning and adaptive nature means of assessing the quality of a particular solution (the of evolutionary computation techniques offer a natural way to fitness function), and Darwinian selection pressure to drive develop and explore models of an opponent's strategy without significant overhead. In this paper, we propose the use of genetic individuals towards better solutions, evolutionary computaprogramming to play the game of Spoof, a simple guessing tion techniques search through the space of possible solutions game of imperfect information. We discuss the technical details in an attempt to find "satisfactory" solutions to a problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
ing in dynamic and noisy environments are possible. For In certain types of games like Poker, players do not these reasons, evolutionary approaches are well-suited to the have complete knowledge about the state of the game and application of developing strong strategies for play against must make value decisions about their relative strength using differing, potentially adapting, opponents in games. Indeed, only the public information available to them. Such games the application of evolutionary computation techniques to are called games of imperfect information because some the task of opponent modelling for games of imperfect information is unknown or must be inferred by the player information has led to some notable successes [2] , [3] , [4] , (e.g. hidden opponent cards in Poker). Indeed, correctly including the game of IPD [5] , [6] . handling this incomplete information is essential for optimal Genetic programming is one such form of evolutionary performance. Due to their non-deterministic nature, the task computation. Introduced by Koza [7] , this paradigm defines of programming satisfactory artificial opponents for these genetic operators (crossover, mutation, and fitness proportypes of games is extremely difficult. The large branching tionate selection) directly over tree-like computer programs, factors result in significant combinatoric explosion in their thus offering practitioners the opportunity to evolve complex corresponding game trees, rendering standard search tech-programs without having to define the structure or size of niques (e.g. minimax) less useful. the genetic material in advance. Nodes in the tree represent Spoof is a simple guessing game requiring players to functions in the evolving computer program, and terminals determine an unknown number using only partial knowledge (leaves of the tree) represent either variables, constants, about the number and publicly announced guesses of the or zero argument functions with side-effects. Operators to number by other players. Like the games of Roshambo (rock-reduce the size of the tree, reducing "bloat" and redundant paper-scissors) and IPD, opponent modelling (construction genetic material (itrons), may also be useful to speed up of a model of an opponent's playing style, typically in the evolutionary process [8] . Genetic programming has been order to exploit inherent weaknesses in their play) in the used for a myriad of problems [9] , [IO, [11] , including game of Spoof is crucial. Given a model of an opponent's strategy development in games [12] , [13] , [14] . strategy, the model can be analysed to discover weaknesses
In this paper, we use genetic programming techniques to and predictabilities in the opponent's strategy and a counter-create a Spoof player capable of leaming and exploiting strategy determined. But how can an opponent's strategy be weaknesses in different opponent playing styles in order to explored in order to determine weaknesses? develop successful strategies for play. Through the implicit One such technique that has gained recent popularity is learning process of evolution, we hope to develop strategies the field of evolutionary computation [1] . Evolutionary com-for the game of Spoof for a variety of playing styles.
putation is the term used to describe the different computaThe rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II tional techniques that employ the principle of neo-Darwinian introduces the game of Spoof in more detail, explaining the natural selection as an optimisation tool to solve problems mechanics of how the game is played. In Section IIl, we II. THE GAME OF SPOOF Indeed, experience shows that human players often do not select their coins randomly (preferring certain coin choices or Spoof is a game of imperfect information played by two patterns over others), and more typically, provide information or more players. The game begins by each player selecting about their selection in the way they guess (it is especially a number of tokens (typically coins) from 0 to 3 (called the case that human players use the same guessing algorithm the player's selection), which remain hidden from all other time and time again). players. In turn, each player attempts to guess the total In this paper, we examine the question of whether we can number of coins held by all players (called the player's guess) use genetic programming to build models of an opponent's with the constraint that no player may repeat a previous strategy in order to create a strong artificial Spoof player. player's total. The winner of the game is the player who Note that this work will not follow a traditional opponent correctly guesses the total number of coins. In the event that modelling approach where a direct model of the opponent's no player guesses the correct total, the game is deemed a strategy is built from experience and then analysed for draw and is typically repeated.
weaknesses. Instead, we use a more indirect approach where At first thought, the game may seem purely random and evolution will implicitly build the model by evolving the best little can be done other than to guess the maximum of countering strategy over time. Our aim remains the same the probability distribution of possible totals. However, as however -exploit weaknesses in an individual's strategy in players announce their guesses, they may well be providing order to maximise performance of our automated player.
information about the number of coins they have selected.
As we are interested in examining whether we are able For example, consider a two player game where the first to use genetic programming to learn opponent strategies, we player guesses a total of 5. Assuming rational play, this will focus this work on investigations where our adaptive player must have selected either 2 or 3 coins, otherwise Spoof player is last to act (recall, being last to act provides a total of 5 would be impossible. The second player can maximal information). This is not to say acting in an early now use this information in making their guess, and should position is more trivial (indeed, acting in an earlier position announce a total of 2 or 3 plus their own selection. Using this opens up the possibility of bluffing should you know how approach, the player improves their chances of immediately your opponents will interpret your guess), just that we are winning the game (without replay) from 25% (with no interested in determining how well an evolutionary approach information about the first player's selection) to 50% (with is able to learn from the public information provided to it. knowledge that the first player's selection is one of two Indeed, we plan to investigate how well an evolutionary possiblities). Similar analysis is possible for other game approach is able to handle the task of playing in earlier states in Spoof [15] distribution of totals may well be advantageous), but since Opponent modelling in the game of Spoof is crucial for our test players will be non-responsive and will assume ratiooptimal performance. For example, consider the problem nal coin selection by our player, allowing our player to select of acting first in three player Spoof. A general strategy non-randomly would provide it with an unfair advantage. We for acting in this position is to guess the number of coins instead force our player to select uniformly randomly, and l-4244-0464-9/06/$2Q.O0 2006 IEEE. 165 ClGT06 (MaY 22-24 2006) require it use its evolutionary intelligence to leam countering A generational engine is used for reproduction -each strategies in order to maximise performance instead of simply generation the existing parent population is discarded and exploiting the non-intelligence of its opponents.
replaced with an entirely new set of individuals. Note that For guess determination, we use the genetic programming this approach is non-elitist and hence does not ensure the best paradigm to evolve an algorithm to determine the guess. individual of one generation will be present in the next. We We use a population of candidate "genetic programs" and instead archive the best individual discovered during a run evaluate them to determine how well they play the game. and use this player as the "answer" Spoof player regardless Over time, evolutionary selection pressure will drive the of whether or not that individual remains in the population. population towards good solutions. We use version 2b of Mutation occurs after reproduction with a fixed probability Qureshi's GPsys [161 as our genetic programming engine. of 10%. In the event of a mutation occurring, a terminal Each candidate solution in the population consists of node is selected at random from the program tree and is a program tree that determines the guess for the player. changed into some other tenninal of the same type. GPsys Program trees are mixed-type, using float and boolean types, restricts reproduction and mutation of program trees to only with the root node constrained to evaluate to a float. When allow valid swaps and alterations based on type. This is required to announce a guess, the program tree is evaluated a workaround solution of Koza's closure requirement [7] and the resultant float value is cast down to an integer to and ensures only valid program trees are created. Unless form the guess for the player. Should the integer value be otherwise stated, evolution proceeds for 5000 generations.
invalid (the guess may have already been made by an earlier Naturally, we would like our resulting guessing strategy to player), the Spoof game engine automatically adjusts the be perfect -that is, always return the correct total number of guess to the next closest valid guess by checking above coins. However, such a strategy can still not guarantee a win and below the desired value by an incrementally increasing because the correct guess may have already been announced amount (one more is tried before one less). So, for example, by a previous player. To reduce the effects of this "noise" in if our evolving player wanted to make a guess of 3, but 3 the game, we use a fitness function based on the accuracy was already taken, a guess of 4 would be tried before 2. This of the player's desired guess, not the actual number of wins allows for less complex program trees, as they need not be scored by the strategy (note that this not cheating -all burdened with the additional task of ensuring unique guesses. players must necessarily reveal their secret selections at the As detailed in Table I , we use a number of game specific end of game in order to determine the winner). This means terminals in our genetic programming system to equip our fitness is not a direct measure of success in the game, but evolving player with the ability to make an informed guess. instead measures how well the implicit internal model of the opponent (via a countering strategy) fits. The first player's publicly announced guess. . .
p2Guess
The second player's publicly announced guess.
examining how well a genetic programming approach can be CoinsHeld The number of coins selected by the player.
used to learn models of opponent strategies for the game of NumPlayers The number of players in the game. For this Spoof. We evolve guessing strategies for a simplified game study, this termninal is constant (3).
of Spoof, considering a restricted form of the three player game where our evolving player guesses third. Neither new We also allow the genetic programming system use of games nor the occurrence of a draw will alter the guessing four numerical constants, 0, 1, 2, and 3 to represent the order of the players. To test how well our approach is able to learn different operators (greater-than, less-than, and equal-to) to compare opponent strategies, we designed several fixed (non-adaptive) numerical values, standard boolean operator nodes (negation, Spoof players for our evolving player to play against. The conjunction, and disjunction), and a conditional selection selection and guessing strategies for these players is detailed mechanism (the if function) to select between sub-programs in Table II . Note the use of the following terminology in based on a boolean condition. The depth of a candidate this table: c denotes the selected number of coins held by program tree is limited to 10. the player and n denotes the number of players in the game.
A steady-state population of size 50 is used throughout The Spoof game engine ensures all guesses are valid, casting the evolution. The initial population is constructed using the down and adjusting a guess to the closest valid integer should ramped half and half scheme for all depths 1 through 10. a desired value already be taken (checking above and then Reproduction is performed sexually -two parents produce below by increasing amounts until a unique value is found). two offTspring by swapping compatible subtrees. Parents are We define the term table to represent a three player Spoof chosen using tournament-based selection, using a tournament game consisting of two identical non-adaptive opponents size of 7. taken from Table II ( Table II have some form of that under this definition, fitness is to be minimised.
weakness encoded into them, some more easily exploitable Fig. I plots the evolution of our genetic programming than others. BP and S represent decent Spoof players, adopt-system for play at table 3. We denote the best individual ing similar strategies to those most humans employ. However, found during this run as G3. note that the intelligence used by BP and its derivatives in making its guess (factoring in its own coin selection) offers 1000 the opportunity for shrewd players to exploit this information 900 by learning the internal guessing algorithm used by these players in order to infer the number of coins held. 800 We hope our evolving player will be able to learn the 700 weaknesses in these opponents and formulate countering U_ 600 W strategies that exploit them. Against the less intelligent play-00 ers (like R and P), as there is no internal guessing algorithm to learn, we expect our evolving player will evolve simple 400 countering strategies similar to the better fixed strategies. Against the more intelligent players, we expect our evolving Generation player will discover the fixed guessing algorithms employed by these opponents, and via evolutionary selection pressure, evolve countering strategies that maximise its performance in the game. B. Performance Results Fig. I plots fitness statistics for each generation of the evolution of G3. The top thin solid line plots the average In our first series of experiments, we use our genetic fitness of the population, the middle dashed line plots the programming system to evolve guessing strategies for each fitness of the best individual in that generation, while the of the eight tables defined previously. We report summary bottom thick solid line plots the fitness of the best individual results for all tables, but for brevity, we only examine found so far. The high variance in the average and best-inresulting strategies for a few opponents in detail. We focus generation plots is a result of the non-elitist selection scheme our analysis on the strategies evolved against BP and S employed by our genetic programming system. However, (tables 3 and 8 respectively), as these opponents employ as the selection criteria for reproduction favours individuals strategies similar to strong human players.
with better (lower) fitness, we expect and observe all three To minimise the effects of noise, a total of 1000 games plots tending to decrease over time. are run for each fitness measurement. Recall that candidate
The average fitness starts at a little over 800, which solutions are assessed not on how many wins their guessing is the resultant fitness of our randomly generated initial strategy produces, but how many times the guessing strategy strategies. The general trend of the average fitness plot is would have been correct (if the guess had not already been a slow downward decrease with three distinct evolutionary "breakthroughs" evident at approximately generations 900, making a guess. S behaves even a little more intelligently, 3200, and 4600. The final average fitness score of 480 inferring where possible the coin selections of earlier players corresponds to a >30% increase in the number of games based on the guesses they made. This offers S an advantage guessed correctly. The best-of-generation plot is similar, in certain situations, most notably when playing against other although obviously lower and less erratic. The best-of-run S-like players. plot has the same general trend, but monotonically decreases Note that G3 obtains a higher percentage of wins than G2, even though BP is considered a "better" player than P (recall BP factors in its own coins into its guess while P Each column of Table III reports the percentage of games does not). As P's guess does not depend on its own number won by each strategy when played at each of the eight tables of coins held, no information about its coin selection can be (the strategy taking the place of third player) The final inferred from the public guess it announces. However, when column reports the percentage of gamnes won by the best-of-BP announces its guess, it inevitably reveals information run strategy discovered during the evolution of our genetic about its selection (its selection will be 3 less than its guess). programming system at each derstand their behaviour. Fig. 2 lists the best-of-run strategy but effectively returns the announced guess of the second discovered during the evolution of G8-player reduced by some small factor (the division of a smaller number by a larger number). Indeed, the non-underlined part behaves similarly to the underlined part, adding the player's (EQ p2Guess p2Guess) ( (c2) and a "guess" of the third player's p2Guess) p2Guess (Add 3.0 3.0))) (Add CoinsHeld selection (1) . G8, using the underlined expression, is then p2Guess)) p2Guess p2Guess)))) 2.
able to approximate the correct total number of coins: With casting down to the closest integer (as performed by Fig. 2(a) lists the exact LISP expression evolved by the Spoof game engine), the guess made by G8 will indeed our genetic programming system for G8. Fig. 2(b) lists an be correct. Similar analysis shows the non-underlined part equivalent expression obtained by removing redundant or of Fig. 2(b) behaves similarly for the range of guesses made unused sections of the program tree, applying a number of by S. What is evident from this analysis is that our genetic arithmetic and boolean simplifications by evaluating constant programming system is able to learn the internal guessing expressions, and substituting the NumPlayers terminal strategy used by S in order to deduce the correct total with a value of 3 (since the genetic programming system number of coins from just the second player's announcement. only played three player games of Spoof, evolution could not Interestingly, the strategy employed by G8 is indirectly acting possibly distinguish between the constant 3 and a terrminal like S (after factoring in rounding), thus explaining why G8 representing the number of players).
and S both obtained the same win percentage at table 8. Inspection of Fig. 2(b) quickly reveals an interesting point
It is often quite difficult to understand the evolved LISP about G8 -the strategy does not depend on the announced expressions produced by the genetic programming system by guess of the first player (plGuess) and instead only depends inspection alone. Simplification helps, however some evolved on the announced guess of the second player (p2Guess). strategies still remain quite complex even after redundant This is due to the genetic programming system's ability sub-expressions are removed. As an alternative, we can to exploit the "intelligence" encoded into S. Recall that S instead choose to analyse a strategy by examining the guesses uses both its own coin selection and its inferences about the made by the strategy for every possible game state (every number of coins held by previous players when making its combination of the variables potentially making up a player's guess. Consequently, when the second S player announces strategy -player 1's guess, player 2's guess, and the number its guess at table 8, it provides information not only about of coins held). Fig. 3 presents this approach in graphical form its own coin selection, but also the coin selection of the for G3. first player, thus making the announcement made by the The four plots depict the guessing strategy employed by first player redundant. The evolved strategy G8 exploits this, G3 for each possible coin selection. The z values of each plot choosing the easier route of leaming a strategy that depends indicate the desired guess (and hence may still be adjusted on one variable instead of two.
by the Spoof game engine) for each possible announcement Further inspection of Fig. 2(b) reveals that G8 consists of made by the first and second player. Note that while these two distinct sub-programs -one (the non-underlined sub-plots define a guessing strategy for every combination of program) handles the case when the player selected zero coins and players' guesses, not all points on these plots coins, and the other (the underlined sub-program) handles all need be used in actual play (indeed, against certain players other selections. The underlined sub-program is very easy to very few points will be used). As a result, the evolutionary interpret -subtract 1 from the coins held by the player and pressure on certain regions of the strategy will be weak (or add this value to the announced guess of the second player. even non-existence), allowing for a form of "'genetic drift"
The non-underlined part is somewhat harder to decipher, to occur in the unused regions of the strategy. The shape of G3's strategy shows that G3 will guess a If a perfect strategy is not obtainable, the best that can relatively low number when both opponent guesses are low, be achieved by a strategy for the "4conflicting" game states monotonically increasing as either opponent's guess becomes is to choose the conversion from guess permutation to 2-larger. The odd shape of G3 reflects the complexity needed player subtotal the yields the maximum number of wins (i.e. to reverse engineer BP's strategy. Indeed, both opponent choose the maximal sized subset of the relationship that is guesses need to be considered in order to determine the a function). We call a strategy that achieves this an optimal number of coins held by each. We also observe that each strategy. Note that a perfect solution is necessarily optimal. plot in Fig. 3 are identical in shape, albeit offset by different Fig. 4 lists the evolved strategy for G7, simplified to aid amounts depending on the coin selection of the player. This understandability. confirms that the player's selection is being considered in making a guess, but only in an additive manner. Inspection We saw in Table III that our genetic programming system the second player, G7's strategy adds either 3, 0, or the was able to evolve strategies that achieved the highest (or first player's guess (plGuess) to its selection to form its equally high) percentage of games won at each of the pre-guess. Interpreting Fig. 4 , we see that if the second player's defined tables. In this section, we further analyse these guess is less than 4, 3 is added to its own selection. If the strategies to determine just how good they are. second player's guess is equal to 4, 0 is added to its own
In Section III we defined the term perfect strategy to be selection, otherwise, the first player's guess is added to its one that returns the correct total number of coins for all game own selection.
states. Note that a perfect strategy need not win 100% of Table IV details all possible game states for table 7, listing games, just that it must always choose the correct total if that the guess made by G7 in each case.
number is available (i.e. it always calculates the correct total). As all game states with the same permutation of the first game states, the availability of the correct total (column two player's guesses (3/4, 3/6, 6/3, and 6/7) map to the seven of Table V) immediately eliminates half from being same 2-player subtotal (3/4 -4 0, 3/6 -4 3, 6/3 -* 3, and winnable. Of the remaining 8, the maximum size of the 6/7 -4 6), a perfect solution is possible at this table. We relationship that constitutes a function is 6, and 1 additional see from G7's guesses that the genetic programming system game state can be won due to the guess adjustment algorithm was able to leam and exploit this mapping by evolving a of the Spoof game engine. Hence, an optimal strategy can countering strategy that always returns the coffect total for win 7 of the 16 possible game states. One game state will be each game state, indeed making G7 perfect. replayed, so the optimal win percentage is 7/15 46.7%. Table 7 is the only table where a perfect solution is Using the same approach, we can determine the optimal possible. At all other tables, no guess permutation to 2-player win percentage for each table consisting of deterministic subtotal function exists, and hence our genetic programming players. Table VI reports this data. system is unable to evolve perfect solutions in these cases. Table VI, confirming it as the only table where a perfect players respectively), the 2-player subtotals differ for both strategy can be obtained. At all other tables, the best that our sets (the first has a 2-player subtotal of 2, while the second set genetic programming system can do is evolve strategies that has a 2-player subtotal of 3). As there is no unique conversion achieve the maximum attainable win percentage reported in from the 4/5 guess permutation to 2-player subtotal, there is column 3. no way to ascertain the difference between these situations Listed in column 4 of Table VI are the win percentages and be assured of the correct overall total. Hence, G6 can (from 10 million games, rounded to one decimal place) never be perfect. obtained by each of the evolved strategies produced by To be optimal, G6 must behave perfectly where possible, our genetic programming system. We see in comparing the and when faced with ambiguous choices, select the conver-results of column 4 to column 3 that our genetic programsion which leads to most wins. We see from Table V that G6 ming system was able to evolve optimal strategies for five behaves perfectly for the 5/4 and 5/5 guess permutations and of the seven tables. Only G3 and G5 are non-optimal, but correctly learns the second conversion for the 4/5 guess per-only by small amounts. We conclude from these results that mutation (4/5 --3). As both alternate 4/5 guess permutation our genetic programming approach is very effective, readily conversions lead to the same number of wins, G6 is indeed discovering optimal, or near optimal, countering strategies optimal. Note the special case that arises on the second row for a number of different opponent strategies.
of Table V (cl = 1, c2 = 1, and C3 = 1). Here, G6 wins the Perhaps the reason our genetic programming system does game even though its desired guess was incorrect (its desired not always evolve optimal solutions is due to the mismatch total was already taken by a previous player so the Spoof between the fitness metric we chose and how we assess game engine corrected it, adjusting it to a winning total). optimality. difference between the desired guess and the actual total).
While this work has produced an automated Spoof player As a result, there is no evolutionary selection pressure to capable of near optimal play, there is still more we would like seek solutions that take advantage of "exploits" like we to do this domain. It would be interesting to see how well witnessed in Table V (winning additional games due to the this approach extends to larger sized games and determine guess adjustment algorithm of the game engine). While this whether the same methodology can be used to evolve strong approach reduces noise, it is not a true measure of success in strategies for earlier position play. We would also like to the game and hence ultimately, not what we truly care about. experiment with more non-deterministic players in order to Future work will examine the trade-off induced by using this determine the effects of a more noisy evaluation on the pseudo-measure of success for this type of problem.
evolutionary leaming process and investigate the effectiveness of this approach against adaptive opponents in a real-E. Thne Importance of Specialisation time setting. Additionally, comparisons with other paradigms Our final experiment further examines the importance of (e.g. neuroevolution) may yield interesting conclusions about specialisation for the game of Spoof. Recall that Table III the efficiency of a genetic programming approach for this demonstrated that no fixed strategy was able to perform as type of problem. Further work examining the implications of well as our genetic programming system across all tables. using a pseudo-success measure (as discussed in the previous In this experiment, we test the performance of each of our section) will also be undertaken. evolved strategies at each of the different tables. 
